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Company comments 
 

Taylor Wimpey (TW., 146p, £4,774m mkt cap)  

Second largest housebuilder by volume. Phased reopening of sales centres and show homes following 

updated Government guidance. Trading: Housing market conditions have remained stable with “signs of 

increased sales activity and customer interest since the re-start of site activities” [from 4 May]. During the 

lockdown period 408 homes sold net of cancellations, averaging a net private sales rate of 0.30 homes per 

outlet per week [the norm for housebuilders is typically c. 0.7]. Order book as at w/e 10 May has increased 

to 11,033 homes (2019 week 19: 10,489). Actions: Show homes and sales centres will reopen for pre-booked 

appointments, from Friday 22 May. An extended two months on normal company two-year warranty for 

customers in lockdown and enhanced support has been implemented. Construction active on over 90% sites 

in England and Wales. Outlook: “This relaxation of the rules by Government and the clear desire to reopen 

the housing market is very welcome.” Formal guidance still suspended. Viewpoint: Not uncharacteristically, 

TW first off the blocks, as it were, in making a formal announcement. Expect more from the wider housing 

sector in the days ahead. 

 

Crest Nicholson Holdings (CRST, 229p, £588m) 



South East focused mixed tenure housebuilder. Trading: Continued to take moderate numbers of new sales 

and have also been able to process legal completions during this time. Actions: From 18 May the company 

will start to remobilise activity on sites in a phased and controlled manner. Finances: At HYE, 30 April, net 

debt was £93.6m (HY 19: £68.3m) and the company had £255.2m cash at bank, up from available cash of 

£185.3m announced on 19 March. Interim results, originally planned for 9 June, rescheduled for 24 June, 

due to regulatory guidance. 

 

Marshalls (MSLH, 634p, £1,256m) 

Leading manufacturer and supplier of paving and hard landscaping products. AGM trading update. Trading: 

sales in the first four months through to 30 April -27%, £131m. “Sales activity took a steep drop in the last 

week of March and throughout April.  However, In the early part of May we have seen daily levels of activity 

progressively improve and we are currently at circa 50% of our daily revenues compared to the same period 

in 2019”. Actions: Proposals include selective site closures, changes in shift patterns and proposed changes 

to the size of and structure of support functions, potentially affecting up to 15 per cent of the total 

workforce, but also re-opening plants as demand returns. Outlook: The combined effect of cost reductions, 

restructuring programme and the new bank facilities will leave the group stronger and well placed to meet 

the current challenges and also well positioned for eventual future opportunities”. Formal guidance remains 

suspended. Finances: Final agreements signed with three banks for an additional £30m, 12 month 

committed RCF with each, with a 12-month extension option. Including these additional facilities, the group 

has total bank facilities of £255m of which £230m are committed. As at 30 April the Group had net debt of 

£69m, pre-IFRS 16. In addition, the group has been confirmed as eligible for the Covid Corporate Financing 

Facility with an issuer limit of £200m and able to access the liquidity available. “The board considers that the 

facilities now available, both from its enhanced bank facilities and the CCFF commercial paper programme, 

are sufficient to meet significant downside liquidity scenarios over a prolonged period”. 

 

In other news … 

 

No doubt at all as to what is the big news of the day, the ‘unlocking’ of the housing market. Housing 

Secretary Robert Jenrick this morning announced that anyone in England can move home if they follow new 

guidance (link to Government announcement). This reverses previous instructions or advice on 27 March. 

From today: house moves and  viewings can resume; potential buyers and renters will be able to visit 

showhomes and view houses to let or buy; moving home will also be allowed again, as will visiting letting 

and estate agents; anyone who has bought a home can visit it to prepare it for moving in. Viewpoint: This 

should probably benefit estate agents first:  there were 373,000 sales transactions on hold across the UK at 

the end of April, according to the latest Hometrack estimate and further lettings moves pending and a 

significant proportion were near to exchange or completion – allowing a significant cashflow uplift. It still 

looks mixed for housebuilders. Most had returned to site, with the main aim of completing presold homes, 

rather than starting new ones and there was a risk of a modest ‘double dip’ in overall work loads. But TW 

has stuck its colours to the mast and is at least signalling full steam ahead. From a political perspective, this 

underlines in bold the view that the Government is obsessed with building new homes – and allowing estate 

agents to ‘jump the queue’ over others in the High Street is primarily to create more market liquidity for 

newbuild even if, as the Today programme quipped to a minister, words to the effect that “your estate agent 

can meet your parents but you can’t”. Over time this should feed through to materials demand.    

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/housing-secretary-sets-out-plan-to-re-start-housing-market


 

Economic data 
 

There is none! It looks like the Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government and other government 

data sources have suspended data or warned it could be unreliable (link) due to “current disruption to the 

UK [which] could affect the quality of some of our statistics, such as lower accuracy, or it could mean there is 

less detail available”. Other sources, such as NHBC, also appear to have gone AWOL. Viewpoint: 

economically speaking, we could be ‘flying blind’ for the next few months. 
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